SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY
HONORS RECEPTION 2012

Introduction & Recognition of Students
Heath Hoffmann          Chair, Sociology and Anthropology
Dee Dee Joyce           Associate Chair, Sociology and Anthropology
Ann Stein               Faculty Sponsor, Alpha Kappa Delta
Dee Dee Joyce           Faculty Sponsor, Lambda Alpha
Kevin Keenan            Director, Urban Studies

HONOR SOCIETY MEMBERS

Alpha Kappa Delta Sociology Honor Society
Kristina M. Tavilla      Jamiee L. Murray      Kathryn M. Quinn      Jenna L. Barbaruolo
Jennifer L. Lewis        Elizabeth A. Havens   Emma L. Keech        Christine M. Ruscito
Claire P. Johnson        Kelly N. Borland     Drisana L. McDaniel  Jordan Eades
Andrew K. Gradison       Joshua R. Tucker     Jillian A. Eickman   Caitlin Stone
Mary Hood Paulson

Lambda Alpha Anthropology Honor Society
Melissa L Haefner        John Berdux
Steven Paschal           Jackelyn Payne
Caitlin Ann Stone        Jodi Vaughn

DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS

Humanities & Social Sciences Scholars

Anthropology
Jessica Hoffmann
Nathan Fulmer

Sociology
Melanie Holland
Lara Brandfass

Urban Studies
Kyle James
Emma Shropp

Outstanding Students

Anthropology
Sarah Vande Kamp
Alexandra Bing
Chrsytal Dively
Ashleigh Conrad
Marion Stoudemire
Alison Welser
Jordan Eades
Margret Jordan
Amy Dubis

Sociology
Elizabeth Bemis
Shayla Stewart
Eric Schneider

Urban Studies
David Lamberson
Nelson Hollings
Allison Gerrits

Departmental Honors

Anthropology
Nathan Fulmer
Jessica Hoffmann
DEPARTMENTAL FELLOWSHIPS

Catherine Wood Parker Fellowship
Kevin Zane Tharp

Jon Morter Fellowship
Olivia Leigh Adams

Anthropology Field Work Fellowships
Dru Tremain
Lauren Bader

OTHER AWARDS

Transfer Student Academic Achievement Award
Nathan W Fulmer

Center For Creative Retirement
Emma Keech
Alex Riesmeyer

Gerontology Award
Kelly Borland